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Image: Compound microscope objectives, T. Port
How do we describe the location of one part of the body compared to another part of the body?
Directional terms are used to explain exactly where one body part is compared to another body part or body structure.

- Staten island (purple) is inferior and lateral to Manhattan (blue) in anatomical terms as Staten Island is South and West of Manhattan in map terms.

- Queens (orange) is superior to Brooklyn in anatomical terms as Queens is North of Brooklyn in map terms.

NYC Map, J. Schorzman: http://tinyurl.com/c4lwkz
Superior or cranial

Toward the head end or the upper part of a structure.

A superior structure is above another structure

(black arrow)

Inferior or caudal

Away from the head end or lower part of a structure.

An inferior structure is below another structure

(white arrow)

The hips are inferior to the head and superior to the knees.
**Medial**

Toward or at the midline of the body

On the inner portion of the body

(black arrows)

---

**Lateral**

Away from the midline of the body

On the outer portion of the body

(white arrows)

The navel is **Medial** and **Superior** to the hips and the shoulders are **Lateral** and **Superior** to the navel.

---
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Anterior or ventral

These two terms are interchangeable in humans but not in four-legged animals.

Toward the front or in front of another structure

(black arrow)

Posterior or dorsal

These are also interchangeable in humans but differently used in four-legged animals.

Toward the back or in back of another structure

(white arrow)

The spine is ___________ to the heart and the heart is ___________ to the ribs.
**Proximal**

Closer to the origin of a body part or the attachment of a limb

Not usually used for the trunk of the body

(black arrows)

**Distal**

Farther from the origin of a body part or the attachment of a limb

Also not used to describe structures on the trunk of the body

(white arrows)

The shoulder is **Proximal** to the elbow while the wrist is **Distal** to the elbow.
Animal anatomical directions are somewhat different from humans.

- The horse’s eye’s are **Cranial** and **Ventral** to its ears while its tail is **Caudal** and **Dorsal** to its belly.
Superficial

Outward or more toward the surface

(white arrow)

The skin is **Superficial** to the ribs while the lungs are **Deep** to the ribs

Deep

Inward or more toward the center of the body

(red arrow)
Describing the foot requires an additional term

The top of the foot is dorsal to the plantar region of the foot.

The sole of the foot is referred to as **Plantar**.

The toenails are **Dorsal** to the plantar portion of the foot.
These links can help you review or learn more about this topic:

- Youtube video skeleton using anatomical directions
  [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CHKFFgxxw1M](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CHKFFgxxw1M)

- Quiz on planes and directions

- Video animations on anatomical planes, directions, and regions
  [http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vhBRo1cMocA&feature=related](http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vhBRo1cMocA&feature=related)

(You must be in PPT slideshow view to click on links.)
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